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Subject: Save the Ridge Now!
Date: Friday, February 10, 2023 at 3:22:12 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: Mary Christopherson
To: PiEsburg City Council

**Externa  Sender: Use caut on before open ng nks or attachments** 

Pittsburg City Council,

Please protect Pittsburg's hills, the ridge between Pittsburg and Concord, and the neighboring
Thurgood Marshall Regional Park. Open space, habitat for wildlife, and the community's scenic
views are incredibly important, and Pittsburg's residents deserve access to nature.

Seeno/Discovery Builders and the City of Pittsburg are trying to jam a bad project through
without people knowing. This is not democracy!

Even though changes to Faria’s environmental review were legally required, the City of Pittsburg
and Seeno are trying to rush through a new document that doesn’t give the public time to review
it and doesn’t require a response to comments.

That’s not right—the public deserves an answer, especially because the Faria project and its
environmental review were so deficient that the project needed to be overturned.

There's still no site plan, just a blob showing where the project would be without any detail. The
project's footprint remains unchanged—it's still threatening Thurgood Marshall Regional Park
next door and destroying Pittsburg’s ridge.

Hundreds of previous comments from Pittsburg residents and agencies such as LAFCO
opposing the project have been ignored.

Faria in its current form breaks Pittsburg’s own General Plan. Requirements that development in
the hills be sensitive to natural terrain are gutted.

Carbon pollution that contributes to disastrous global warming would be a significant and
unavoidable impact of this project. Development should be moved off the ridge and closer to
existing services to reduce carbon pollution.

Nearly 13,000 daily car trips would be generated by this project. Why does Pittsburg want
housing so far away from the city center so that anything and everything requires a car to do?

The Pittsburg City Council needs to do what other communities in the Bay Area have already
done: treat their hills as a public good to be protected rather than something to be flattened and
paved over.

Please change the project so that the ridge is saved.
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Pittsburg residents deserve to have their hills protected, like so many other Bay Area
communities already do. And they deserve the same access to Thurgood Marshall Regional
Park that Concord residents have.

I voted against all incumbents in the last election, and I will continue to do so until there is a set
of honest, generous people on this elected body!

Mary Christopherson 
 

 
Pittsburg, 94565
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Subject: Save the Ridge Now!
Date: Friday, February 10, 2023 at 2:36:14 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: Elaine Whiteley
To: PiGsburg City Council

**Externa  Sender: Use caut on before open ng nks or attachments** 

Pittsburg City Council,

Please protect Pittsburg's hills, the ridge between Pittsburg and Concord, and the neighboring
Thurgood Marshall Regional Park. Open space, habitat for wildlife, and the community's scenic
views are incredibly important, and Pittsburg's residents deserve access to nature.

Seeno/Discovery Builders and the City of Pittsburg are trying to jam a bad project through
without people knowing.

Even though changes to Faria’s environmental review were legally required, the City of Pittsburg
and Seeno are trying to rush through a new document that doesn’t give the public time to review
it and doesn’t require a response to comments.

That’s not right—the public deserves an answer, especially because the Faria project and its
environmental review were so deficient that the project needed to be overturned.

There's still no site plan, just a blob showing where the project would be without any detail. The
project's footprint remains unchanged—it's still threatening Thurgood Marshall Regional Park
next door and destroying Pittsburg’s ridge.

Hundreds of previous comments from Pittsburg residents and agencies such as LAFCO
opposing the project have been ignored.

Faria in its current form breaks Pittsburg’s own General Plan. Requirements that development in
the hills be sensitive to natural terrain are gutted.

Carbon pollution that contributes to disastrous global warming would be a significant and
unavoidable impact of this project. Development should be moved off the ridge and closer to
existing services to reduce carbon pollution.

Nearly 13,000 daily car trips would be generated by this project. Why does Pittsburg want
housing so far away from the city center so that anything and everything requires a car to do?

The Pittsburg City Council needs to do what other communities in the Bay Area have already
done: treat their hills as a public good to be protected rather than something to be flattened and
paved over.

Please change the project so that the ridge is saved.
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Pittsburg residents deserve to have their hills protected, like so many other Bay Area
communities already do. And they deserve the same access to Thurgood Marshall Regional
Park that Concord residents have.

Elaine Whiteley 

Pittsburg, California 94565



Friday, February 10, 2023 at 15:18:45 Pacific Standard Time
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Subject: Save the Ridge Now!
Date: Friday, February 10, 2023 at 1:24:04 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: Barbara Carlen
To: Alice Evenson

**Externa  Sender: Use caut on before open ng nks or attachments** 

City Clerk Alice Evenson,

Please protect Pittsburg's hills, the ridge between Pittsburg and Concord, and the neighboring
Thurgood Marshall Regional Park. Open space, habitat for wildlife, and the community's scenic
views are incredibly important, and Pittsburg's residents deserve access to nature.

Seeno/Discovery Builders and the City of Pittsburg are trying to jam a bad project through
without people knowing.

Even though changes to Faria’s environmental review were legally required, the City of Pittsburg
and Seeno are trying to rush through a new document that doesn’t give the public time to review
it and doesn’t require a response to comments.

That’s not right—the public deserves an answer, especially because the Faria project and its
environmental review were so deficient that the project needed to be overturned.

There's still no site plan, just a blob showing where the project would be without any detail. The
project's footprint remains unchanged—it's still threatening Thurgood Marshall Regional Park
next door and destroying Pittsburg’s ridge.

Hundreds of previous comments from Pittsburg residents and agencies such as LAFCO
opposing the project have been ignored.

Faria in its current form breaks Pittsburg’s own General Plan. Requirements that development in
the hills be sensitive to natural terrain are gutted.

Carbon pollution that contributes to disastrous global warming would be a significant and
unavoidable impact of this project. Development should be moved off the ridge and closer to
existing services to reduce carbon pollution.

Nearly 13,000 daily car trips would be generated by this project. Why does Pittsburg want
housing so far away from the city center so that anything and everything requires a car to do?

The Pittsburg City Council needs to do what other communities in the Bay Area have already
done: treat their hills as a public good to be protected rather than something to be flattened and
paved over.

Please change the project so that the ridge is saved.
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Pittsburg residents deserve to have their hills protected, like so many other Bay Area
communities already do. And they deserve the same access to Thurgood Marshall Regional
Park that Concord residents have.

Barbara Carlen 
 

 
Pittsburg, California 94565



Friday, February 10, 2023 at 15:19:06 Pacific Standard Time
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Subject: Save the Ridge Now!
Date: Friday, February 10, 2023 at 9:00:14 AM Pacific Standard Time
From: Patrick Lalor
To: Alice Evenson

**Externa  Sender: Use caut on before open ng nks or attachments** 

City Clerk Alice Evenson,

Please protect Pittsburg's hills, the ridge between Pittsburg and Concord, and the neighboring
Thurgood Marshall Regional Park. Open space, habitat for wildlife, and the community's scenic
views are incredibly important, and Pittsburg's residents deserve access to nature.

Seeno/Discovery Builders and the City of Pittsburg are trying to jam a bad project through
without people knowing.

Even though changes to Faria’s environmental review were legally required, the City of Pittsburg
and Seeno are trying to rush through a new document that doesn’t give the public time to review
it and doesn’t require a response to comments.

That’s not right—the public deserves an answer, especially because the Faria project and its
environmental review were so deficient that the project needed to be overturned.

There's still no site plan, just a blob showing where the project would be without any detail. The
project's footprint remains unchanged—it's still threatening Thurgood Marshall Regional Park
next door and destroying Pittsburg’s ridge.

Hundreds of previous comments from Pittsburg residents and agencies such as LAFCO
opposing the project have been ignored.

Faria in its current form breaks Pittsburg’s own General Plan. Requirements that development in
the hills be sensitive to natural terrain are gutted.

Carbon pollution that contributes to disastrous global warming would be a significant and
unavoidable impact of this project. Development should be moved off the ridge and closer to
existing services to reduce carbon pollution.

Nearly 13,000 daily car trips would be generated by this project. Why does Pittsburg want
housing so far away from the city center so that anything and everything requires a car to do?

The Pittsburg City Council needs to do what other communities in the Bay Area have already
done: treat their hills as a public good to be protected rather than something to be flattened and
paved over.

Please change the project so that the ridge is saved.
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Pittsburg residents deserve to have their hills protected, like so many other Bay Area
communities already do. And they deserve the same access to Thurgood Marshall Regional
Park that Concord residents have.

Patrick Lalor 
 

 
Pittsburg, California 94565



Friday, February 10, 2023 at 15:19:22 Pacific Standard Time
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Subject: Save the Ridge Now!
Date: Friday, February 10, 2023 at 4:21:23 AM Pacific Standard Time
From: Cynthia Zamora
To: Alice Evenson

**Externa  Sender: Use caut on before open ng nks or attachments** 

City Clerk Alice Evenson,

Please protect Pittsburg's hills, the ridge between Pittsburg and Concord, and the neighboring
Thurgood Marshall Regional Park. Open space, habitat for wildlife, and the community's scenic
views are incredibly important, and Pittsburg's residents deserve access to nature.

Seeno/Discovery Builders and the City of Pittsburg are trying to jam a bad project through
without people knowing.

Even though changes to Faria’s environmental review were legally required, the City of Pittsburg
and Seeno are trying to rush through a new document that doesn’t give the public time to review
it and doesn’t require a response to comments.

That’s not right—the public deserves an answer, especially because the Faria project and its
environmental review were so deficient that the project needed to be overturned.

There's still no site plan, just a blob showing where the project would be without any detail. The
project's footprint remains unchanged—it's still threatening Thurgood Marshall Regional Park
next door and destroying Pittsburg’s ridge.

Hundreds of previous comments from Pittsburg residents and agencies such as LAFCO
opposing the project have been ignored.

Faria in its current form breaks Pittsburg’s own General Plan. Requirements that development in
the hills be sensitive to natural terrain are gutted.

Carbon pollution that contributes to disastrous global warming would be a significant and
unavoidable impact of this project. Development should be moved off the ridge and closer to
existing services to reduce carbon pollution.

Nearly 13,000 daily car trips would be generated by this project. Why does Pittsburg want
housing so far away from the city center so that anything and everything requires a car to do?

The Pittsburg City Council needs to do what other communities in the Bay Area have already
done: treat their hills as a public good to be protected rather than something to be flattened and
paved over.

Please change the project so that the ridge is saved.
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Pittsburg residents deserve to have their hills protected, like so many other Bay Area
communities already do. And they deserve the same access to Thurgood Marshall Regional
Park that Concord residents have.

Cynthia Zamora 
 

 
Bay point, California 94565



Friday, February 10, 2023 at 15:19:36 Pacific Standard Time
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Subject: Save the Ridge Now!
Date: Thursday, February 9, 2023 at 10:13:33 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: Aaron Smith
To: Alice Evenson

**Externa  Sender: Use caut on before open ng nks or attachments** 

City Clerk Alice Evenson,

How is this being submitted again without a proper land assessment and detailed layout of the
housing vs open space placement? Seeno already has a questionable reputation, suspiciously
recieved a unanimous approval on a borderline illegal project plan in terms of quality and detail.
The room addition to my home went through more reviews than this project. An intelligent
decision would be to reject.

Seeno/Discovery Builders and the City of Pittsburg are trying to jam a bad project through
without people knowing.

Even though changes to Faria’s environmental review were legally required, the City of Pittsburg
and Seeno are trying to rush through a new document that doesn’t give the public time to review
it and doesn’t require a response to comments.

That’s not right—the public deserves an answer, especially because the Faria project and its
environmental review were so deficient that the project needed to be overturned.

There's still no site plan, just a blob showing where the project would be without any detail. The
project's footprint remains unchanged—it's still threatening Thurgood Marshall Regional Park
next door and destroying Pittsburg’s ridge.

Hundreds of previous comments from Pittsburg residents and agencies such as LAFCO
opposing the project have been ignored.

Faria in its current form breaks Pittsburg’s own General Plan. Requirements that development in
the hills be sensitive to natural terrain are gutted.

Carbon pollution that contributes to disastrous global warming would be a significant and
unavoidable impact of this project. Development should be moved off the ridge and closer to
existing services to reduce carbon pollution.

Nearly 13,000 daily car trips would be generated by this project. Why does Pittsburg want
housing so far away from the city center so that anything and everything requires a car to do?

The Pittsburg City Council needs to do what other communities in the Bay Area have already
done: treat their hills as a public good to be protected rather than something to be flattened and
paved over.
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Please change the project so that the ridge is saved.

Pittsburg residents deserve to have their hills protected, like so many other Bay Area
communities already do. And they deserve the same access to Thurgood Marshall Regional
Park that Concord residents have.

Aaron Smith 
 

 
Bay Point, California 94565



Friday, February 10, 2023 at 15:19:53 Pacific Standard Time
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Subject: Save the Ridge Now!
Date: Thursday, February 9, 2023 at 9:27:57 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: Carrie Locatelli
To: Alice Evenson

**Externa  Sender: Use caut on before open ng nks or attachments** 

City Clerk Alice Evenson,

Please protect Pittsburg's hills, the ridge between Pittsburg and Concord, and the neighboring
Thurgood Marshall Regional Park. Open space, habitat for wildlife, and the community's scenic
views are incredibly important, and Pittsburg's residents deserve access to nature.

Seeno/Discovery Builders and the City of Pittsburg are trying to jam a bad project through
without people knowing.

Even though changes to Faria’s environmental review were legally required, the City of Pittsburg
and Seeno are trying to rush through a new document that doesn’t give the public time to review
it and doesn’t require a response to comments.

That’s not right—the public deserves an answer, especially because the Faria project and its
environmental review were so deficient that the project needed to be overturned.

There's still no site plan, just a blob showing where the project would be without any detail. The
project's footprint remains unchanged—it's still threatening Thurgood Marshall Regional Park
next door and destroying Pittsburg’s ridge.

Hundreds of previous comments from Pittsburg residents and agencies such as LAFCO
opposing the project have been ignored.

Faria in its current form breaks Pittsburg’s own General Plan. Requirements that development in
the hills be sensitive to natural terrain are gutted.

Carbon pollution that contributes to disastrous global warming would be a significant and
unavoidable impact of this project. Development should be moved off the ridge and closer to
existing services to reduce carbon pollution.

Nearly 13,000 daily car trips would be generated by this project. Why does Pittsburg want
housing so far away from the city center so that anything and everything requires a car to do?

The Pittsburg City Council needs to do what other communities in the Bay Area have already
done: treat their hills as a public good to be protected rather than something to be flattened and
paved over.

Please change the project so that the ridge is saved.
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Pittsburg residents deserve to have their hills protected, like so many other Bay Area
communities already do. And they deserve the same access to Thurgood Marshall Regional
Park that Concord residents have.

Carrie Locatelli 
 

 
Pittsburg , California 94565



Friday, February 10, 2023 at 15:20:14 Pacific Standard Time
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Subject: Save the Ridge Now!
Date: Thursday, February 9, 2023 at 8:50:45 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: AnneGe Benton
To: Alice Evenson

**Externa  Sender: Use caut on before open ng nks or attachments** 

City Clerk Alice Evenson,

Please protect Pittsburg's hills, the ridge between Pittsburg and Concord, and the neighboring
Thurgood Marshall Regional Park. Open space, habitat for wildlife, and the community's scenic
views are incredibly important, and Pittsburg's residents deserve access to nature.

Seeno/Discovery Builders and the City of Pittsburg are trying to jam a bad project through
without people knowing.

Even though changes to Faria’s environmental review were legally required, the City of Pittsburg
and Seeno are trying to rush through a new document that doesn’t give the public time to review
it and doesn’t require a response to comments.

That’s not right—the public deserves an answer, especially because the Faria project and its
environmental review were so deficient that the project needed to be overturned.

There's still no site plan, just a blob showing where the project would be without any detail. The
project's footprint remains unchanged—it's still threatening Thurgood Marshall Regional Park
next door and destroying Pittsburg’s ridge.

Hundreds of previous comments from Pittsburg residents and agencies such as LAFCO
opposing the project have been ignored.

Faria in its current form breaks Pittsburg’s own General Plan. Requirements that development in
the hills be sensitive to natural terrain are gutted.

Carbon pollution that contributes to disastrous global warming would be a significant and
unavoidable impact of this project. Development should be moved off the ridge and closer to
existing services to reduce carbon pollution.

Nearly 13,000 daily car trips would be generated by this project. Why does Pittsburg want
housing so far away from the city center so that anything and everything requires a car to do?

The Pittsburg City Council needs to do what other communities in the Bay Area have already
done: treat their hills as a public good to be protected rather than something to be flattened and
paved over.

Please change the project so that the ridge is saved.
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Pittsburg residents deserve to have their hills protected, like so many other Bay Area
communities already do. And they deserve the same access to Thurgood Marshall Regional
Park that Concord residents have.

Annette Benton 
 

 
Pittsburg , California 94565



Friday, February 10, 2023 at 15:21:16 Pacific Standard Time
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Subject: Save the Ridge Now!
Date: Thursday, February 9, 2023 at 8:05:22 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: krisFn tanyag
To: Alice Evenson

**Externa  Sender: Use caut on before open ng nks or attachments** 

City Clerk Alice Evenson,

Please protect Pittsburg's hills, the ridge between Pittsburg and Concord, and the neighboring
Thurgood Marshall Regional Park. Open space, habitat for wildlife, and the community's scenic
views are incredibly important, and Pittsburg's residents deserve access to nature.

Seeno/Discovery Builders and the City of Pittsburg are trying to jam a bad project through
without people knowing.

Even though changes to Faria’s environmental review were legally required, the City of Pittsburg
and Seeno are trying to rush through a new document that doesn’t give the public time to review
it and doesn’t require a response to comments.

That’s not right—the public deserves an answer, especially because the Faria project and its
environmental review were so deficient that the project needed to be overturned.

There's still no site plan, just a blob showing where the project would be without any detail. The
project's footprint remains unchanged—it's still threatening Thurgood Marshall Regional Park
next door and destroying Pittsburg’s ridge.

Hundreds of previous comments from Pittsburg residents and agencies such as LAFCO
opposing the project have been ignored.

Faria in its current form breaks Pittsburg’s own General Plan. Requirements that development in
the hills be sensitive to natural terrain are gutted.

Carbon pollution that contributes to disastrous global warming would be a significant and
unavoidable impact of this project. Development should be moved off the ridge and closer to
existing services to reduce carbon pollution.

Nearly 13,000 daily car trips would be generated by this project. Why does Pittsburg want
housing so far away from the city center so that anything and everything requires a car to do?

The Pittsburg City Council needs to do what other communities in the Bay Area have already
done: treat their hills as a public good to be protected rather than something to be flattened and
paved over.

Please change the project so that the ridge is saved.
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Pittsburg residents deserve to have their hills protected, like so many other Bay Area
communities already do. And they deserve the same access to Thurgood Marshall Regional
Park that Concord residents have.

kristin tanyag 

Pittsburg, California 94565
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Subject: Save the Ridge Now!
Date: Thursday, February 9, 2023 at 5:51:35 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: Patricia Colmenares
To: Alice Evenson

**Externa  Sender: Use caut on before open ng nks or attachments** 

City Clerk Alice Evenson,

Please protect Pittsburg's hills, the ridge between Pittsburg and Concord, and the neighboring
Thurgood Marshall Regional Park. Open space, habitat for wildlife, and the community's scenic
views are incredibly important, and Pittsburg's residents deserve access to nature.

Seeno/Discovery Builders and the City of Pittsburg are trying to jam a bad project through
without people knowing.

Even though changes to Faria’s environmental review were legally required, the City of Pittsburg
and Seeno are trying to rush through a new document that doesn’t give the public time to review
it and doesn’t require a response to comments.

That’s not right—the public deserves an answer, especially because the Faria project and its
environmental review were so deficient that the project needed to be overturned.

There's still no site plan, just a blob showing where the project would be without any detail. The
project's footprint remains unchanged—it's still threatening Thurgood Marshall Regional Park
next door and destroying Pittsburg’s ridge.

Hundreds of previous comments from Pittsburg residents and agencies such as LAFCO
opposing the project have been ignored.

Faria in its current form breaks Pittsburg’s own General Plan. Requirements that development in
the hills be sensitive to natural terrain are gutted.

Carbon pollution that contributes to disastrous global warming would be a significant and
unavoidable impact of this project. Development should be moved off the ridge and closer to
existing services to reduce carbon pollution.

Nearly 13,000 daily car trips would be generated by this project. Why does Pittsburg want
housing so far away from the city center so that anything and everything requires a car to do?

The Pittsburg City Council needs to do what other communities in the Bay Area have already
done: treat their hills as a public good to be protected rather than something to be flattened and
paved over.

Please change the project so that the ridge is saved.
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Pittsburg residents deserve to have their hills protected, like so many other Bay Area
communities already do. And they deserve the same access to Thurgood Marshall Regional
Park that Concord residents have.

Patricia Colmenares 
 

 
Pittsburg, California 94565



Friday, February 10, 2023 at 15:21:50 Pacific Standard Time
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Subject: Save the Ridge Now!
Date: Thursday, February 9, 2023 at 5:16:32 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: Henry MarGnez
To: Alice Evenson

**Externa  Sender: Use caut on before open ng nks or attachments** 

City Clerk Alice Evenson,

Please protect Pittsburg's hills, the ridge between Pittsburg and Concord, and the neighboring
Thurgood Marshall Regional Park. Open space, habitat for wildlife, and the community's scenic
views are incredibly important, and Pittsburg's residents deserve access to nature.

Seeno/Discovery Builders and the City of Pittsburg are trying to jam a bad project through
without people knowing.

Even though changes to Faria’s environmental review were legally required, the City of Pittsburg
and Seeno are trying to rush through a new document that doesn’t give the public time to review
it and doesn’t require a response to comments.

That’s not right—the public deserves an answer, especially because the Faria project and its
environmental review were so deficient that the project needed to be overturned.

There's still no site plan, just a blob showing where the project would be without any detail. The
project's footprint remains unchanged—it's still threatening Thurgood Marshall Regional Park
next door and destroying Pittsburg’s ridge.

Hundreds of previous comments from Pittsburg residents and agencies such as LAFCO
opposing the project have been ignored.

Faria in its current form breaks Pittsburg’s own General Plan. Requirements that development in
the hills be sensitive to natural terrain are gutted.

Carbon pollution that contributes to disastrous global warming would be a significant and
unavoidable impact of this project. Development should be moved off the ridge and closer to
existing services to reduce carbon pollution.

Nearly 13,000 daily car trips would be generated by this project. Why does Pittsburg want
housing so far away from the city center so that anything and everything requires a car to do?

The Pittsburg City Council needs to do what other communities in the Bay Area have already
done: treat their hills as a public good to be protected rather than something to be flattened and
paved over.

Please change the project so that the ridge is saved.
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Pittsburg residents deserve to have their hills protected, like so many other Bay Area
communities already do. And they deserve the same access to Thurgood Marshall Regional
Park that Concord residents have.

Henry Martinez 
 

 
Pittsburg, California 94565
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Subject: Save the Ridge Now!
Date: Thursday, February 9, 2023 at 5:09:24 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: Shane Nilsson
To: Alice Evenson

**Externa  Sender: Use caut on before open ng nks or attachments** 

City Clerk Alice Evenson,

Please protect Pittsburg's hills, the ridge between Pittsburg and Concord, and the neighboring
Thurgood Marshall Regional Park. Open space, habitat for wildlife, and the community's scenic
views are incredibly important, and Pittsburg's residents deserve access to nature.

Seeno/Discovery Builders and the City of Pittsburg are trying to jam a bad project through
without people knowing.

Even though changes to Faria’s environmental review were legally required, the City of Pittsburg
and Seeno are trying to rush through a new document that doesn’t give the public time to review
it and doesn’t require a response to comments.

That’s not right—the public deserves an answer, especially because the Faria project and its
environmental review were so deficient that the project needed to be overturned.

There's still no site plan, just a blob showing where the project would be without any detail. The
project's footprint remains unchanged—it's still threatening Thurgood Marshall Regional Park
next door and destroying Pittsburg’s ridge.

Hundreds of previous comments from Pittsburg residents and agencies such as LAFCO
opposing the project have been ignored.

Faria in its current form breaks Pittsburg’s own General Plan. Requirements that development in
the hills be sensitive to natural terrain are gutted.

Carbon pollution that contributes to disastrous global warming would be a significant and
unavoidable impact of this project. Development should be moved off the ridge and closer to
existing services to reduce carbon pollution.

Nearly 13,000 daily car trips would be generated by this project. Why does Pittsburg want
housing so far away from the city center so that anything and everything requires a car to do?

The Pittsburg City Council needs to do what other communities in the Bay Area have already
done: treat their hills as a public good to be protected rather than something to be flattened and
paved over.

Please change the project so that the ridge is saved.
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Pittsburg residents deserve to have their hills protected, like so many other Bay Area
communities already do. And they deserve the same access to Thurgood Marshall Regional
Park that Concord residents have.

Shane Nilsson 
 
 

PITTSBURG, California 94565
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Subject: Save the Ridge Now!
Date: Thursday, February 9, 2023 at 5:04:29 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: GERARD GARCIA
To: Alice Evenson

**Externa  Sender: Use caut on before open ng nks or attachments** 

City Clerk Alice Evenson,

Please protect Pittsburg's hills, the ridge between Pittsburg and Concord, and the neighboring
Thurgood Marshall Regional Park. Open space, habitat for wildlife, and the community's scenic
views are incredibly important, and Pittsburg's residents deserve access to nature.

Seeno/Discovery Builders and the City of Pittsburg are trying to jam a bad project through
without people knowing.

Even though changes to Faria’s environmental review were legally required, the City of Pittsburg
and Seeno are trying to rush through a new document that doesn’t give the public time to review
it and doesn’t require a response to comments.

That’s not right—the public deserves an answer, especially because the Faria project and its
environmental review were so deficient that the project needed to be overturned.

There's still no site plan, just a blob showing where the project would be without any detail. The
project's footprint remains unchanged—it's still threatening Thurgood Marshall Regional Park
next door and destroying Pittsburg’s ridge.

Hundreds of previous comments from Pittsburg residents and agencies such as LAFCO
opposing the project have been ignored.

Faria in its current form breaks Pittsburg’s own General Plan. Requirements that development in
the hills be sensitive to natural terrain are gutted.

Carbon pollution that contributes to disastrous global warming would be a significant and
unavoidable impact of this project. Development should be moved off the ridge and closer to
existing services to reduce carbon pollution.

Nearly 13,000 daily car trips would be generated by this project. Why does Pittsburg want
housing so far away from the city center so that anything and everything requires a car to do?

The Pittsburg City Council needs to do what other communities in the Bay Area have already
done: treat their hills as a public good to be protected rather than something to be flattened and
paved over.

Please change the project so that the ridge is saved.
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Pittsburg residents deserve to have their hills protected, like so many other Bay Area
communities already do. And they deserve the same access to Thurgood Marshall Regional
Park that Concord residents have.

GERARD GARCIA 
 

 
Pittsburg, California 94565











 

John Funderburg 

February 1, 2023 
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document that was never circulated for public comment”); Galante Vineyards v. 

Monterey Peninsula Water Management Dist. (1997) 60 Cal.App.4th 1109, 1124–1125 

(where “original EIR is inadequate,” the “procedures for addressing postcertification 

changed circumstances or new information are inappropriate” and the agency must “void 

its certification of the EIR and [] prepare a supplemental EIR”). 

In short, we are requesting that you circulate the revised environmental 

analysis for a 45-day comment period, just as you did the draft EIR, and postpone the 

Planning Commission meeting, which is currently scheduled for February 14, 2023, until 

after that comment period has closed. In addition, please provide me with the current 

project documents, including the current Master Plan and Development Agreement, as 

those are necessary for evaluating the new environmental analysis. Finally, since it 

appears I am not on your notification list for this Project, please add me to that list. 

 Very truly yours, 

 

SHUTE, MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP 

 

 
 

 

Winter King 

 

WK:WK 

 

cc: Donna Mooney 
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